
AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL REGULATORY CHANGES

IN THE MULLET AND SEATROUT FISHERIES IN FLORIDA

by Charles M. Adams, Robert L. Degner and Susan D. Moss

INTRODUCTION

The stimuli for this research lie in proposed public resource
management policy changes involving the finfish resources which provide
the resource base for the small-scale, near-shore finfisheries of Florida.
When this project was initiated and funded by the Marine Fisheries
Initiative Program  MARFIN!, the primary finfish species produced by these
fisheries were mullet, spotted seatrout, and red drum. However, during the
early stages of the research, the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission
imposed a series of resource management regulations on the harvest of red
drum, which precluded detailed analyses of the economic impact of such
regulations on individual commercial fishermen. Thus, attention was turned
exclusively to the two remaining major species.

Public resource management regulations, such as production quotas or
the establishment of seasonal restrictions, should be guided by an
understanding of the effect any regulation will have on public welfare.
Ideally, the criterion by which regulations are adopted should eventually
result in a net increase in public welfare. Without an understanding, of
the potential impacts of a public policy action, policy makers have little
basis for a decision. The goal of this project was to provide some
understanding of the potential direct, or "first-round," economic impacts
of regulations involving the mullet and seatrout segments of the near-shore
commercial finfish resources of Florida.

OBJECTIVES

Understanding the impacts of policy changes requires a knowledge of
the existing industry structure. Since the mullet fishery is the major
in-shore fishery in terms of value and volume of landings, analysis of the
in-shore finfish industry focuses on the mullet subsector of the industry,
with other species being addressed through their relation to the mullet
fishery, Thus, the overall objective of this research was to determine the
current economic status of Florida's mullet fishery and to explore the
economic interrelationships mullet shares with other estuarine species in
the commercial seafood production and marketing system. This major
objective was addressed through the following specific objectives:

1. Describe long-term and seasonal production and market trends
by counties or regions and product form for mullet and comple-
mentary species in Florida.
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2. Assess elements of industry structure, conduct, and performance
within the Florida mullet production and marketing system as
follows:
a. Estimate annual boat-level earnings profiles for the

production of mullet, seatrout and other complementary
species, and impacts of alternative resource management
policies, by county.

b. Identify the basic elements of concentration, market share,
integration, entry and exit patterns, product diversifica-
tion, and marketing strategies which characterize the
industry. These elements will be analyzed by species,
product form and geographic region.

c. Define market channels for the various mullet product forms
on a volume and value basis as product movement occurs
between producer, intermediate marketing firms, retail
outlets, and export market.

For the sake of brevity, this report will only briefly discuss findings
associated with Objectives 1, 2a, and 2c on a statewide basis. These
findings provide the primary basis for the policy implications discussed.
For a more detailed discussion of the findings of each objective, refer to
the complete MARFIN research report  Degner, Adams, and Moss ;1989!.

METHODOLOGY

To meet the study's primary objective, a descriptive analysis of market
structure and conduct was performed. Briefly, the analysis entails a
description of fishermen, primary handlers/processors  dockside fishhous-
es! and secondary handlers/processors  wholesalers!. The flow of product
through these subsectors is described in sufficient detail to understand
what actions are performed on the product in each subsector or market
level, and what portion of the product is routed or "channeled" to the
various final markets.

The information required for descriptions and analyses came primari-
ly from three sources: �! time series data on landings and dockside
values from the National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS!, �! Trip Ticket
data from the Florida Department of Natural Resource's  FDNR!, and �! data
gathered from two surveys conducted by project personnel.

NMFS time series data on landings and value were used to describe
production trends at the fishing firm level and to describe the complemen-
tarity between species in the production stage. Trip Ticket data from FDNR
were used to establish annual boat-level earnings profiles, which are also
helpful in understanding the producing sector's dependence on various
species.

The major source of information for describing market channels came
from two surveys conducted by project personnel. The first concentrated
on the primary handlers of mullet  fishhouses!, while the second survey
focused on secondary handlers  wholesalers!. Primary and secondary han-
dlers of mullet were targeted because of their knowledge of production and
marketing systems.
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INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION

BBackBround

Florida provides a major portion of U.S. landings of black mullet  85
percent! and spotted seatrout �2 percent!. Mullet contributed ten percent
of Florida's total finfish landings value, while seatrout accounted for
about three percent. The mullet fishery provides flesh for human consump-
tion in fresh, frozen, salted, or smoked forms. During the roe season, red
and white mullet roe are produced for human consumption, primarily for
export to theOrient, while most carcasses split for roe are sold for use
as crab bait. Seatrout is valued almost exclusively for its flesh for
human consumption. Due to their importance to the state's finfish fishery,
this study focuses on both the mullet and seatrout subsectors of the
industry. Throughout most of the report, unless indicated otherwise,
"mullet" refers to both black and silver mullet, and "seatrout" refers to
the four most common species, i.e, spotted, gray, sand and silver seatrout.
However, black mullet accounts for 98 percent of mullet landings and
spotted seatrout account for 87 percent of seatrout landings.

n -Term and Seasonal Production Trends

From 1977 through 1988, combined black mullet and spotted seatrout
landings, on average, represented 24.4 percent of all finfish landed in
Florida and contributed 14.6 percent of revenue earned by Florida's finfish
industry  NMFS; FDNR!. Black mullet landings, as a percent of Florida's
total finfish landings, ranged from a high of 28.8 percent in 1978 to a low
of 18.3 percent in 1987 and 1988. Black mullet revenue varied from a high
of 17.1 percent of Florida finfish revenue in 1978 to a low of 8.3 percent
in 1985. Spotted seatrout landings, as a percent of total finfish
landings, varied from a high of 2.8 percent in 1979 to a low of 1.2 percent
in. 1988. Revenue earned from spotted seatrout landings ranged from 4.7
percent of total finfish revenue in 1978 to 1.9 percent in 1988. Simple
linear regression analysis of landings and revenue data from 1977 through
1988 showed no significant change in the contribution of either black
mullet or spotted seatrout to the total finfish catch of Florida. All
prices and revenues are reported in 1986 dollars. All secondary price
series have been adjusted by the Producer Price Index to reflect changes
in the general price level.

Slack Mullet Production and Revenue

Black mullet landings and revenue were somewhat variable during the
1977 88 period, with a downward trend in landings seen since 1981. In
1977, 21.6 million pounds of black mullet, with a dockside value of $6.7
million, were landed in the state of Florida  Table 1!. By 1981, produc-
tion had risen to a peak of 31.0 million pounds, with a dockside value of
$7.5 million. After 1981, production began to decline and, by 1985, only
19.2 million pounds of black mullet, with a dockside value of $5.1 million,
were landed. In 1986, landings again increased to 22.8 million pounds,
with a dockside value of $7.4 million; but, by 1988, landings had dropped
to 19,2 million pounds, valued at $6.7 million. The average price paid for
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black mullet in 1977 was about $0.31 per pound. By 1980, the price had
fallen to $0.23. From 1981 to 1985, the dockside price received for a
pound of black mullet gradually increased to $0.27, with the exception of
a decrease to $0.23 in 1982. NMFS data from 1986 through 1988 showed
mullet prices had increased to $0.33 in 1986, $0.38 in 1987, and $0.35 in
1988. The increased price level occurring after 1985 suggests a higher
level of demand for black mullet, but annual data are insufficient to
statistically analyze this occurrence.

The time of year that landings take place has a significant impact on
the value of the black mullet catch. Beginning in the mid to late 1970s,
the market for mullet roe began to increase in importance. Red roe is now
a highly prized export commodity, the importance of which is shown by data
from the primary handler survey. Surveyed fishhouses reported purchasing
44 percent of the annual mullet catch, representing 48 percent of estimated
annual mullet revenue in 1986, during the three- to four-month "roe season"
 Table 2!. The surveyed fishhouses reported roe season begins earlier in
northern counties of Florida--normally October, but as early as September.
In southern counties, roe season does not begin until November but may last
until February. This shifting roe season allows fishermen the opportunity
to follow the roe mullet southward, thus taking advantage of an extended
roe season. Landings of mullet in Florida varies considerably by county.
The majority of the landings occur south of the Big Bend region of the
state.

S otted Seatrout Production and Revenue

Approximately 2.4 million pounds of spotted seatrout, with a dockside
value of $2.0 million, were landed in the state of Florida in 1977  Table
1!. Spotted seatrout production reached a peak of 2.7 million pounds in
both 1981 and 1982. The dockside value of spotted seatrout landings
reached a peak of $2.5 million in 1982. After 1982, production began to
decline and, by 1988, only 1.3 million pounds of spotted seatrout, valued
at $1.1 million dockside, were landed. This represents a 44 percent
decline from 1982 to 1988. The average price paid for spotted seatrout in
1977 was about $0.81 per pound. In 1979, the price rose to a high of $0.86
per pound but fell back to $0.79 per pound in 1980. After 1981, the price
of spotted seatrout was consistently over $0.90 per pound, the price
reaching a peak of $1.05 per pound in 1987. However, in 1988, the price
dropped to $0.86 per pound.

Unlike black mullet, the time of year that landings take place does
not significantly impact the value of spotted seatrout  NMFS; FDNR!.
However, like mullet, total spotted seatrout landings and revenue are
highest in the winter months  November through January! and lowest in June
and July. As for mullet, landings of spotted seatrout varies considerably
across counties in Florida.

Fishermen Production and evenue Profiles

The in-shore finfish fishery of Florida collectively targets a comple-
ment of species. Similarly, individual fishermen within the fishery also
target a complement of species available for harvest from the near-shore
waters. Prior to 1987, the major species of commercial importance were
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Table 2.--Mullet landings and revenue in the roe season compared
to non-roe season.

Landings~ Value'Season'

�,000 dollars!  Percent!�,000 pounds!  Percent!

48Roe

56Non-roe

100Total 100

'Roe season, as reported by fishhouse operators included in the primary
handler survey, ranged from September through December in the Florida
Panhandle and Big Bend region of the gulf, and November through January in
counties further south.

Obtained from primary handler survey, 1986 data.

'Price estimates from NMFS data were used to calculate value.

Source: Primary handler survey.
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mullet, red drum, seatrout, and a variety of other species of lesser total
value. For reasons such as gear specialization or regional limitations,
fishermen participating in this fishery may target all or some subset of
these species. Additionally, the fishery is comprised of pare-time as well
as full-time fishermen. Therefore, the fishery is characterized by a
heterogeneous production sector, in terms of species mix, volumes and value
landed, full versus part-time involvement, and other factors, all of which
vary on a regional basis.

Of the 4,937 fishermen that participated in the in-shore finfish
fishery in 1987, 3,240 landed mullet, while 3,975 within the same total
targeted seatrout  Table 3!. Some fishermen targeted one species to the
exclusion of the other. For example, 962 fishermen targeted mullet to the
exclusion of seatrout, while 1,697 fishermen targeted seatrout to the
exclusion of mullet. However, the majority of either mullet or seatrout
were produced by fishermen who annually targeted a combination of the two
species.

As such, the in-shore finfish fishery is characterized by species
complementarity in production. For example, the majority of the landings
were reported by fishermen who produced a combination of mullet, seatrout,
and other species. Approximately 90 percent of the total landings were
produced by 2,137 fishermen who produced a combination of mullet, seatrout
and other species. These fishermen produced approximately 21.5 million
pounds of mullet, 1.5 million pounds of seatrout, and 6.9 million pounds
of other species. The remaining 10 percent of the landings were produced
by the other 2,800 fishermen, who produced some subset of the three species
groups.

The above discussion underscores the prevalence of complementarity in
production among species targeted by the in-shore finfish fishery. This
is especially true with regard to mullet and seatrout. Only seven percent
of mullet were reportedly caught by fishermen who did not also target
seatrout, while 18 percent of the seatrout were caught by fishermen who did
not also target mullet. Fishermen who exclusively targeted mullet or
seatrout represented only nine and 14 percent of the total number of
fishermen, respectively.

Distribution of Fishermen Landin s and Revenue

The ranges of annual landings of mullet and seatrout for individual
fishermen were incrementally categorized. The resultant incremental
listings indicate how many fishermen produce what volume of mullet and
seatrout on an annual basis. Although the volume increments utilized were
somewhat arbitrarily established, the landings distributions are informa-
tive. The following discussion describes these annual landings distribu-
tions for mullet and seatrout.

Mullet
The majority of the mullet landings can be attributed to a very small

percentage of the total number of fishermen who targeted mullet. Those
fishermen with annual mullet landings of between 1 and 29,999 pounds
collectively represented 50 percent of the total mullet landings and
revenues  Table 4!. However, these categories contained 94 percent of the
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total number of fishermen who targeted mullet. The remaining 50 percent
of the total mullet landings and revenues were attributed to only 196
fishermen, or six percent of the total. Fully one-third of the total
mullet landings and revenues can be attributed to only 90 fishermen, or
less than three percent of the total number of fishermen who targeted
mullet.

~Seat e t

As was found with mullet, the distribution of total seatrout landings
and revenue is skewed toward categories of high production that are
represented by only a few fishermen. Approximately 90 percent of the
fishermen account for only one-fourth of the total seatrout production and
revenues  Table 5!. Alternatively, approximately 50 percent of the total
landings and revenue of seatrout is produced by only four percent of the
fishermen who targeted seatrout in 1987. One-third of the total landings
and revenue from seatrout is generated by only one percent �9 individuals!
of the total number of fishermen who reportedly targeted seatrout.

Market Channels for Who e Mullet and Mullet Products

Among the estuarine species examined by this study, the marketing
system for mullet is by far the most complex and least understood. The
complexity stems from the fact that mullet is not only harvested for its
flesh, but is especially prized for its red  female! roe. Processing for
roe results in large quantities of spent  " split" ! carcasses, some of which
are further processed. Although most split carcasses are sold for bait,
they are sometimes dressed or filleted, and some smoked or salted. Whole
mullet and processed products frequently move through different marketing
channels.

This section provides insights as to the relative importance of the
various mullet products and to the prevailing market channels through which
these products are distributed. Prior to entering the retail market, the
distribution of mullet products is dominated by two major sectors
primary handlers, i.e. fishhouses, and the secondary handlers, i.e. proces-
sors and wholesalers. At first glance, the distinction between "primary"
and "secondary" handlers may appear clear cut. In reality, many secondary
handlers were also found to function as primary handlers of other seafood
species, buying directly from fishermen. In addition, some primary han-
dlers were found to be processing small volumes of mullet.

Primary handlers  fishhouses! surveyed indicated that they bought 34.6
million pounds of mullet in 1986  Figure 1!. Due to inadvertent error by
surveyed fishhouses and untraceable double counting resulting from buying
and selling to other fishhouses, it is likely that the estimated volume
reported by fishhouses included in the survey is four to five million
pounds too high. However, emphasis should be placed on the proportionate
product flows through the market channels described below, rather than on
absolute quantities. Fishhouses reported that about 70 percent of all
mullet was obtained directly from fishermen, 13 percent landed with their
own boats, and 15 percent from fishhouses that were not included in the
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survey because they had gone out of business or refused to cooperate.
About two percent of all mullet came from fishermen in adjoining states.
Nu let in the round

All primary handlers surveyed sold mullet in the round. In addition,
these firms sold approximately 80 percent of their mullet volume in the
round. This amounted to about 28.3 million pounds with a value of $9,9
million �5 cents per pound!, representing about 59 percent of the total
mullet value  Figure 2!. About 70 percent was frozen and 30 percent fresh.
Approximately 25.9 million pounds  92 percent! were sold for human consump-
tion and 2.4 million pounds  eight percent! were sold directly to fishermen
for bait.

Of the 25.9 million pounds of whole mullet going to human consumption,
about 21.4 million pounds  83 percent! were sold to wholesalers. About
11.5 million pounds were sold to U.S. wholesalers outside of Florida �4
percent!, and 6.8 million sold to Florida-based wholesalers �2 percent!,
Approximately 3.2 million pounds �5 percent! were sold to foreign
wholesalers.

Fishhouses reported selling a total of 1.6 million pounds of mullet
in the round directly to consumers. This represents about six percent of
the total sold in the round for human consumption. Approximately 1.3
million pounds  five percent! were sold to other fishhouses or processors.

Sales to retail food stores and foodservice firms were relatively
small. Total sales to food retailers amounted to slightly less than one
million pounds, and nearly 93 percent of these were to Florida retailers.
Foodservice firms bought about one-half million pounds, and virtually all
were located in Florida.

Processed s lit mullet

Twenty percent of the annual landings �.9 million pounds! were
processed or "split," yielding high value roe and low value carcasses,
although some split carcasses were processed into higher value products.

The 6.9 million pounds of split mullet yielded products valued at nearly
$7.0. million and accounted for about 41 percent of mullet's total annual
wholesale value.

Processing for roe resulted in approximately 5.8 million pounds of
split carcasses  including by-products!, 1.1 million pounds of red roe,
and about 33,000 pounds of white roe in 1986  Figure 3!. Florida
fishhouses surveyed indicated that gizzards constituted an insignificant
portion of their volume and revenue, and none was able to provide data on
them.

carcasses. About 91 percent of the resulting 5.3 million pounds of split
carcasses and by-products were sold to fishermen for bait. In 1986, the
average reported value was 15 cents per pound. A very small amount, 58,000
pounds  one percent!, was used for pet food, and 462,000 pounds  eight
percent! were used for human consumption   Figure 4!.

Of the split carcasses used for human consumption, 71 percent were
sold in a fresh or frozen form, while 23 percent were smoked and six
percent salted. Although the total quantity of split carcasses used for
human consumption was relatively small, the carcasses were marketed to a
wide variety of outlets. Sales to secondary handlers  wholesalers! ac-
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counted for about 43 percent of the total, and the bulk of the volume was
to Florida-based wholesalers  Figure 5!,

About one-third of the split carcasses going for human consumption
�52,000 pounds! were sold to foodservice outlets  restaurants!, and almost
all were located in Florida. Slightly over 55,000 pounds �2 percent! were
sold directly to consumers through fishhouse-owned retail outlets, all of
which were in Florida, Approximately 37,000 pounds  eight percent! were
sold to other fishhouses in Florida and 18,500 pounds  four percent! to
retailers, most of whom were thought to be located in Florida.

ged roe.--The fishhouses surveyed indicated that they collectively
sold 1.3 million pounds of red roe, of which 1.1 million pounds  85 per-
cent! were split on premises and 0.2 million pounds �5 percent! were
presumably obtained from fishhouses not included in the survey  Figure 6!.

As to distribution, about 1.25 million pounds  97 percent! were sold
to wholesalers, 35,600 pounds to other fishhouses and processors in Flori-
da, and extremely small quantities directly to consumers, to Florida
retailers and to Florida restaurants. Of the 1.25 million pounds sold to
wholesalers, two-thirds are sold directly to foreign firms, about one-
fourth to Florida-based wholesalers, and about five percent to wholesalers
in other states. The disposition of roughly three percent was uncertain,
Even though significant proportions of red roe were sold to Florida-based
wholesalers and wholesalers in other states, most fishhouse operators
indicated that virtually all red roe was ultimately exported.

White roe.--White roe is a relatively minor product. The primary
handlers reported selling only 33,000 pounds. Nost white roe �6 percent!
is sold directly to consumers by fishhouses through their own retail
outlets. Thirty percent �0,000 pounds! is sold directly to Florida
retailers. About 18 percent is sold to Florida wholesalers and only four
percent sold to wholesalers in other states. An extremely small quantity
reportedly went to other fishhouses in Florida  Figure 7!.

~Giz ard s g toone of the primary handlers reported selling signifi-
cant quantities of gizzards, although some of the secondary handlers
indicated that gizzards were important to them. Nore aggressive marketing
efforts could possibly increase revenues to Florida mullet processors.

~a't.--Mullet, both black and silver, are widely used for bait. Nost
firms, interviewed sold mullet for bait. Approximately 2.4 million pounds
were sold in the round, and about 5.3 million pounds of split carcasses and
by-products went to bait as well. Nost is sold directly to fishermen by
the fishhouses, but some is sold to other fishhouses for resale to fisher-
men.

Secondar Handlers

The primary handlers contacted were asked to identify "representative"
wholesale seafood buyers  secondary handlers! of mullet. Fifty-eight firms
were identified in this manner. Volume and sales data obtained were for

1987. Even though the sample of firms was not randomly selected, the high
degree of cooperation and relatively large number of firms probably
provides a reasonably accurate overview of secondary handlers' mullet
marketing activities.

Although the secondary handlers in our survey were identified as such
by firms in the primary handler survey, it is important to note that over
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half of the secondary handlers indicated they also purchase seafood direct-
ly from fishermen. Thus, there is considerable "crossover" between our
defined market levels.

Sour e d distributio of who e mu let and mullet d ts

Nu let t e round.--The secondary handlers interviewed reportedly
bought approximately 17.4 million pounds of whole mullet in 1987. About
14.5 million pounds  83 percent! originated in Florida, and 2.9 million
pounds �7 percent! in other states   Figure 8!. States mentioned most
frequently as being significant suppliers of mullet in the round included
Alabama and Louisiana.

Approximately 70 percent �2.2 million pounds! of the mullet acquired
in the round are sold in the round, with the balance further processed
before the next sale. Further processing includes "splitting" for red and
white roe and gizzards  which also yields the spent or "split" carcasses!,
dressing and filleting, smoking, and salting. Obviously, some of the
processing is done only during the roe season using "roe mullet," and some
is done throughout the year.

Of the 12.2 million pounds sold in the round, the largest proportion
went to U.S. retailers. Approximately 5.0 million pounds, accounting for
41 percent, were sold to food stores and retail fish markets  Table 6,
Figure 8!. Foreign wholesalers constituted the next largest market, taking
4.0 million pounds, a third of the mullet sold in the round. Fifteen
percent �.8 mi11ion pounds! moved to other U.S. wholesalers.

About seven percent of their mullet in the round were retailed to
consumers. Relatively small quantities went to foodservice firms, with
those being predominantly restaurants. Nullet entering the foodservice
sector accounted for approximately 400,000 pounds, or three percent of the
total sold in the round. Nearly 200,000 pounds, two percent, were sold to
fishermen for bait  Figure 8!.

ing for roe and gizzards or by purchasing from other firms. Approximately
56 percent of the split carcasses handled by secondary handlers �.2
million pounds! were also processed by them, while 44 percent were pur-
chased from other processors  Table 7!. Florida, Alabama and Louisiana
were the only states named as sources for split carcasses. Although some
split carcasses are sold as dressed, filleted, smoked or salted product,
95 percent are simply sold as raw split carcasses. Of the 3.6 million
pounds sold as raw split carcasses, approximately 95 percent are sold to
fishermen for bait. Relatively small quantities are sold to other seafood
wholesalers, retail stores, restaurants, and directly to consumers  Table
6!.

Dressed or filleted.--About 80 percent of the 0.7 million pounds of
dressed or filleted product was processed from mullet in the round. About
14 percent was obtained from split carcasses, and the remaining 6.2 percent
�2,000 pounds! bought in the dressed or filleted form. Florida was the
only reported source of this product form. About half of the dressed or
filleted product was retailed directly to consumers by the secondary
handlers. About one-third went to retail stores, and 13 percent to other
wholesalers. Only four percent went to foodservice firms, and none was
sold to foreign wholesalers.
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Table 6 . --Distribution of selected sullet products by secondary handlers.

Product

Nsrhet
destination 0ixxerdsShits roeRed roeIn the round

32 156 100

12 0 0

40 b 0

99 20

, ~ 8

1,832333,982

1,779

5,029

15

2641

0 00 0

10

403

16 1

100 157 100

800

1,85212.191

Product

Nsrber.
dos t inst ion

0 0

22133 110 13

I 289 34
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177236

10I 34

I 405

22
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3 647d 2161100 838 100
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Ines than 500 pounds.

Totals ssy not be enact dus ts rwlndinS.

In eddtt ton to tho split carcase totals sheen here. approxisetoly 164,000 powds ef split carcasses are
dreeeed, 20,000 POuade are salted and 2,400 pounds are Snehed. Theee quantittae heoe been tnsiuded in the
appropriate predact cateSortes one ~ net yield basis, approxisetoly 65,80 and 85 percent, respectively, for
dressed, salted snd snaked product.

Source: Secondary handler survey.
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Table 7.--$eurces and quantities ot selected allot products sold by secon-
dary handlers,

Quantities received/soldprod~st

� ~ 000 pounds! O'ercent!

Split frow whole aullet
Purchased

Subtotal

2

3, 942

673 00.3
113' 13.5

438 100,0

Dressed froa whole aullet
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Purchased
Total dressed

27 44,3
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XQ
61s 100. 0

Processed froa whole aullet

Processed froa split carcasses
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Total salted
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Salted. --Two-thirds of the 61,000 pounds of the salted mullet handled
by the secondary handlers was processed by them and one- third purchased
from other processors located in Florida. Half of the total tonnage was
processed from mullet in the round, and about one-fourth from split car-
casses. Approximately three-quarters of the salted mullet were sold to
retailers, and slightly over one-fifth to other wholesalers. Seven percent
was sold directly to consumers, and none was reportedly sold to foodservice
firms nor to foreign wholesalers.

~0 ked.--yhe total quantity of smoked produot handled was very small,
only about 21,000 pounds. About ten percent was processed by secondary
handlers from mullet in the round, and about 10 percent from split car-
casses. Approximately 81 percent was bought already smoked from Florida
firms. Secondary handlers sold nearly three-quarters directly to
consumers, about 17 percent to retailers, and ten percent to restaurants.
None went to other wholesalers, domestic or foreign.

Red roe.--Secondary handlers processed approximately 28 percent of the
1.8 million pounds of red roe handled, and bought the remaining 72 percent
from processors in Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia and Mississippi,
with Florida being the largest supplier. Virtually all is sold to foreign
wholesalers. Very small quantities, about one percent of the total
tonnage, is sold to other domestic wholesalers, retail outlets, and direct
to consumers,

W~hite oe.--About 66,000 pounds of white roe were reportedly marketed
by secondary handlers. Roughly one-third was processed by them, and the
remaining two-thirds purchased from processors in Florida, Louisiana,
Alabama, Georgi.a and Mississippi. No state appeared to be particularly
dominant in the white roe market,. The relatively small quantities of white
roe are marketed through a wide variety of outlets. The largest share, 40
percent, is sold to retail stores, an additional one-third is sold to
foreign wholesalers, 16 percent directly to consumers, and 12 percent to
U.S. wholesalers. None was reportedly sold to foodservice firms.

Gizzards.--Secondary handlers sold about 157,000 pounds of gizzards
in 1987; about one-fourth were processed by these firms, and three-fourths
bought from processors in Florida, Alabama, and Louisiana. Practically all
were sold to foreign wholesalers. A fraction of one percent was sold
directly to consumers, with none going to U.S. wholesalers, retail stores,
or restaurants.

IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT POLICIES

The consequences of potential alternative resource management policies
were assessed for mullet and seatrout. The specific policy alternatives
chosen emerged from discussions and correspondence with the Florida Marine
Fisheries Commission staff. The scenarios eventually used in the analysis
reflect a set of possible management alternatives that were likely to
receive attention by Commission staff, particularly for seatrout. In
addition, other potential policy scenarios pertaining to mullet roe harvest
were developed by the authors as a result of suggestions made by several
primary handlers.

These policy scenarios are intended to offer benchmark measures for
evaluating more specific policy options that may be developed in the



future. The potential policy measures were imposed on the mullet and
seatrout fishery as currently managed. The consequences .of each policy
were measured in terms of changes in landings and total revenue as reported
in 1987 Trip Ticket data. The policy alternatives were assessed by species
and in combination among the two species. In addition, the impacts were
assessed for all fishermen and for those fishermen who specifically target
the species in question. These findings are reported on a county and state
basis.

It is important to note that the impacts measured from these hypotheti-
cal policy alternatives should be considered as "first-round" effects. In
other words, effects in the marketplace, such as price changes which may
eventually occur as landings  and, thus, volumes available for sale in the
market! change, were not estimated. In addition, the ability of fishermen
to adjust effort among species has also not been estimated. For a complete
assessment of the economic consequences resulting from imposing a given
fishery management policy, these "second-round" effects in the marketplace
may need to be measured.

Polic Descri tians

Several policy options were assessed for mullet and seatrout, The
data utilized for this analysis were the Florida DNR Trip Ticket data for
1987. Landings for all mullet  black and silver! and all seatrout
 spotted, gray, sand, and silver! were included and NMFS estimates of
dockside prices for each species for 1987 were used. For mullet and
seatrout, prices were weighted by volumes of the respective species. The
policy alternatives for each species are discussed below.

Mullet
Three policy alternatives were assessed for mullet. The purpose of

these options was to measure the impact on landings and revenue resulting
from restrictions in the harvest of roe mullet. These three policy
alternatives are listed as follows.

~otion 1
Option 1 represents total eliminati.on of mullet landings during the

mullet rae season. This option eliminates mullet production during those
months identified as the primary rae season months for each county. The
months involved vary by county. The range of months representing the roe
season for each county was established by the survey of primary handlers
of mullet and further corroborated by NMFS landings data. Under this
scenaria, fishermen are allowed to harvest mullet only during the non-roe
seasan, although production of complementary species during the roe season
is permitted.

Option 2 is a quota which limits the landings of roe mullet during
each month of roe season to a volume equivalent to the average monthly
mullet landings in the three-month period immediately preceding the roe
season. The monthly quota is established independently for each county.
In the examples calculated here, monthly distributions of mullet landings
were calculated for each county for each month based on actual landings
during 1981 through 1985. The resulting monthly percentages were then
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applied to actual 1987 landings for each county. In practice, the average
monthly quota could be based on the entire non-roe season .or any other
logical or equitable basis. The rationale for this option is to allow for
landings that are sufficient to supply the flesh market.
Option 3

Option 3 reduced the roe mullet production by 50 percent from what,
would have been realized in the base year. For the purposes of this study,
the "base" year was 1987, which was actually eight percent below the annual
average for the preceding 10 years.

Seatrout
The policy options offered for seatrout were straightforward. The

options examined essentially established annual production quotas for each
county, These included a range of percentage reductions in annual seatrout
landings from those landings reported in a base year, which was 1987.
Reductions range from 10 to 50 percent, with incremental reductions of 10
percent. For example, Option 1 for seatrout would provide for fishermen
to be able to land only 90 percent of the landings reported during the base
year. Option 2 would provide for seatrout landings to be limited to 80
percent of the landings reported during, the base year. Option 5 would
represent a 50 percent reduction in seatrout landings as compared to the
total annual landings of the base year. No monthly or trip quotas were
examined.

Economic Xm act on ishermen

The economic impact resulting from imposing the various policy options
is expressed in terms of changes in landings and total revenue, These
economic consequences are discussed for both mullet and seatrout in
Florida. The study examined the effects of imposing each policy, as well
as policy combinations, on the total population of mullet and seatrout
fishermen in each county and on a statewide basis. As one might expect,
the counties more dependent on mullet and seatrout production exhibited the
largest impacts as a result of the various policy combinations. However,
this additional information is useful in assessing how commercial finfish
landings and income in each county may be affected. by policies jointly
oriented toward the two most important remaining species targeted by the
in-shore finfish fishery in Florida.

When considering all mullet and/or seatrout fishermen, the same basic
pattern of effects emerged as when the individual policies were imposed.
In terms of mullet, elimination of the roe season reduced total statewide
landings of all species by nearly 50 percent  Table 8!, while revenues were
reduced by approximately 41 percent. The impact from imposing monthly roe
season limits or a 50 percent reduction in roe season landings were essen-
tially the same in terms of landings and revenue. Option 2 would reduce
landings and revenue by approximately 21 and 18 percent, while Option 3
would reduce landings and revenue by 22 and 19 percent. The reductions in
seatrout landings of from 10 to 50 percent would reduce total landings of
all species from 0.6 to about three percent. Revenues would be reduced by
the same scenario, from approximately two to nine percent.
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Table 8 .-- First round effect of combinations of selected landings
restrictions on total fishermen landinys and revenue,
all Florida counties.

Changes in Landings

Restrictions on roe season
Ros .rictions

eoatlollt

Roe season
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Landings Change L»ndl age Change Landings Change Landings Change

 lbs. !  lbs. ! lbs. !   ~ !
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Source: DNR trip tic! et data, 1987.
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The landings and revenue impacts from the combination of the two sets
of policies were somewhat similar; however, the roe season restrictions
obviously dominated the effects. For example, imposing the quotas on
monthly roe season landings, while simultaneously reducing seatrout catch
from 10 to 50 percent, resulted in reductions of total statewide revenue
ranging from 22 to 35 percent, respectively. The results were
approximately the same for the 50 percent quota on the roe season catch.
Eliminating the roe season and reducing the seatrout catch in 10 percent
increments produced decreases in total statewide revenues of from 44 to 55
percent,

Considerable variation was exhibited among Florida counties in terms
of the "first-round" effects which result from the various policy
combinations, This variation is a manifestation of the differences among
counties in terms of seasonal production of mullet and the overall impor-
tance of mullet and seatrout to the finfish industry in each county.

CONCLUSIONS

Long-term production trends for black mullet and spotted seatrout show
similar patterns. Examination of the period 1977-1988 shows an upward
trend in landings of both species until the early 1980s, followed by a
general decline through 1988. From 1981 to 1988, black mullet landings
declined by 38 percent and spotted seatrout by nearly 52 percent. These
recent declines may be part of a long-term biological cycle, which may
reverse on its own, but they may also be the result of reduced fishing
effort. They may also be an ominous signal that the fishery is being
depleted. In any case, trends in landings of both mullet and seatrout
should be monitored closely over the next few years so that appropriate
regulatory actions can be taken if deemed necessary.

Considerable heterogeneity was found to exist among fishermen, in terms
of species mix, volumes and values landed, full- versus part-time involve-
ment,: and regional distribution. The majority of the production of mullet
and seatrout, however, is produced by a small percentage of the total
number of fishermen. Thus, any policy considerations oriented toward the
in-shore fishery should recognize the complexity of the production sector,
particularly landings distributions among fishermen for specific species.

Market channels for mullet are also relatively complex because of the
many product forms derived from mullet. Potential regulatory policies
could drastically affect some channels, e.g. those handling roe and split
carcasses, leaving -others practically unaffected. The market channels
delineated and product flows described by this study can be useful in
assessing the implications of alternative policies in terms of numbers of
firms affected and the relative impacts at both the primary and secondary
handler levels.

The market structure found at the primary handler level, from the
standpoint of buyer concentration, indicates a competitive environment on
a regional basis. However, buyer concentration faced by fishermen may be
great in some locales, usually a result of a limited fishery and geographic
isolation rather than horizontal integration. In terms of seller
concentration, relatively large numbers of firms handling mullet,
regionally and statewide, are an indication of competitive marketing as
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well. The effects of resource management policies would probably impact
larger primary handlers to a greater degree but, even so, effects would be
spread over a relatively large number of firms.

A benefit of this study is in providing a detailed description of the
industry to aid policy development. The analysis of fishermen profiles may
be particularly useful in assessing some basic policy alternatives. The
findings of the analysis on fishermen landings and revenue profiles
indicate few fishermen land the maj ority of mullet and seatrout. For
example, 50 percent of the total landings for each species is landed by six
and four percent of the total number of mullet and seatrout fishermen,
respectively. Such distribution may lead to disproportionate impacts among
fishermen as a result of species-specific trip quotas or bag limits
administered at the individual level.

An overall quota or production limit administered for a given species
on a statewide basis may have disproportionate impacts at the fisherman
level as well because of varying degrees of specialization. For example,
those individuals more dependent on roe mullet may experience a greater
impact from roe season restrictions than fishermen who are more dependent
on trout or non-roe mullet landings. In addition, a statewide quota may
have disproportionate impacts on a regional basis, as some counties also
vary in their dependence on seatrout or mullet production. Also, failure
to recognize seasonal differences in landings among counties, e,g. roe
mullet abundance, could adversely affect southernmost counties if a
statewide quota is imposed. Inequities could result if the statewide quota
were to be first achieved by production in northern counties, where the roe
season begins earlier.

In future research, access to detailed Trip Ticket data could greatly
improve the detail and accuracy of policy analyses attempted by this study,
awhile the Florida Department of Natural Resources was most cooperative in
providing aggregate Trip Ticket data, confidentiality policies precluded
analyses of Trip Tickets on an individual fisherman basis. Refined policy
analyses based on individual Trip Tickets should be made prior to implemen-
tation of specific resource management policies.

Other areas that should be exmined are demand analysis at the dock-
side level, and production costs and supply response at the fisherman
level. Additionally, market research and development directed toward
improving the utilization of mullet, particularly split carcasses, could
substantially improve fishermen's incomes and consumers' welfare as well.
Finally, future policy development would benefit from an integration of
economic analyses, such as presented in this study, with ongoing biological
studies currently being conducted by various state resource management
agencies.
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Species Identification of Retail Snapper Fillets in Florida

Yun-Hwa P. Hsieh, Paul F. Kirsch, and Betsy B. Woodward
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Food Laboratory, Division of Chemistry
3125 Conner Boulevard, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1650

Electrophoretic techniques have been widely used to study sarcoplasmic
proteins. The technique involves the migration of charged protein species in
a controlled electrical field so that each protein species migrates to the pH
at which the molecular charge is neutral, its isoelectric point. At that point
the protein no longer migrates and "focuses" or concentrates into discrete
bands. For fish sarcoplasmic proteins, the electrophoretic patterns are
characteristic of the fish species similar to the way that finger prints are
characteristic of individuals. Electrophoresis has been used in the Food
Laboratory of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services for twenty
years to identify fish species.

Initially, a cellulose acetate strip electrophoresis technique was used which
resulted in a pattern with fewer characteristic bands and identification
frequently was not as well defined. The newer isoelectric focusing techniques
were developed and applied to fish by Lundrstrom at the National Marine
Fisheries Laboratory in Glouster, Nassachutes in the late 1970's �!. The
technique was collaboratively studied and recommended as an Official Method by
the Association of Official Analytical Chemists in 1980 �!. Subsequently, the
Food Laboratory sent an analyst to the NNFS laboratory in Nassachutes and
incorporated the method for use in fish identification in 1983.

Under Chapter 500.02�!, Florida Statutes, the department is charged with
"protecting the purchasing public...from injury by merchandising deceit...".
This means that food offered for sale must be properly represented in its
labeling. Additionally, the U. S. Food and Drug Administration Compliance
Policy Guide 7108.21 �! provides that "the labeling or sale of any fish other

violation of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act".

The study presented here represents official samples examined for compliance
with the above regulations during fiscal year 1988/89 using isoelectric
focusing to identify fish fillets as to species and to confirm the label
declaration of species as correct.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fish samples:

~Lut'anus ~sna ris!, gray snapper, also known as mangrove snapper,  ~Lut'anus
griseus!, mutton snapper  ~Lut'anus analis!, mahogany snapper  L~ut'anus
m~aho osni!, vermillion snapper  Rhombo lites aurorubens! yellovtail snapper
 ~Oc urus ~chr eurus!, and hogfish also knov as mhog snapper"  Lachnolaimus
maximus! were authenticated by the Florida Department of Natural Resources and
are maintained frozen in the Food Laboratory. Scarlet snapper and malabar
snapper were collected and donated by Winn Dixie, Jacksonville, Florida. Whole
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red rock fish was purchased from a commercial dealer. These three are pending
authentication. All the snapper samples were official samples, collected and
sent to the laboratory by state food inspectors. They represent snappers
offered for sale at retail supermarkets and fish dealers across Florida during
FY 1988/89 year. The fish were cut into small  about 5g,! pieces, put into
whirl-pak bags  Fisher Scientific! and stored at -20 C. until used.

Sample preparation:
Frozen fish tissue was partially thawed. A small portion of about 0.5 g, was
diced and inserted into a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube  Fisher Scientific!, and
centrifuged in a micro-centrifuge  Model 235B, Fisher Scientific! at a fixed
speed of 13,750 rpm for 3 minutes, The supernantant containing sarcoplasmic
proteins was used for the thin layer isoelectric focusing analysis.

Thin layer isoelectric focusing  IEF!:
IEF was performed according to the modified procedures of Lundstrom �! using a
Bio-Rad electrophoresis cell  Model 1415! connected to a constant temperature
circulator  Precision RDL 20! at 5 C. and a Bio-Rad power supply  Model
1420B!. Five uls of each protein sample or standard extract were applied to a
small adsorbent sample application piece on a LKB Ampholine PAG plate gel  pH
3.5-9.5!. The protein standards  Broad range pI 4.6-9.6, Bio-Rad, Richmond,
CA! contained: cytochrome C, pI 9.60; lentil lectin-basic band, pI 8.60,
-middle band pI 8.40, -acid band pI 8.20; human hemoglobin C, pI 7.50, human
hemoglobin A, pI 7.10; equine myoglobin, pI 7.00; human carbonic anhydrase, pI
6.50; bovine carbonic anhydrase, pI 6.00; beta-lactoglobulin B, pI 5.10; and
phycocyanin, pI 4.65. Proteins were first separated for 30 min at 10
watts. Then sample application pieces were removed and separation continued
for 20 min at 20 watts. After removal of the power, the gel was fixed, stained
with hot Coomassie blue R-250  Bio-Rad Laboratories at 60 C.; destained;
preserved and dried as described by Lundstrom �!.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The seven distinctive protein patterns of the authentic snappers as well as
that of authentic hogfish are shown in Figure 1. Hogfish is frequently
referred to as "hog snapper", but it is not in the snapper family. Hogfish was
included in this study because it has been sold as "snapper" and even as a
substitute for red snapper due to the regional use of the name, "hog snapper",
and its red-orange color. Two imported red skinned snappers: scarlet snapper
and malabar snapper; and one pacific red rock fish which have not been
officially authenticated were also included for comparison as standards. Four
samples  column 12-15, Fig. 1! were individually compared with all the standard
species' protein patterns  column 2-11, Fig 1!. All of these four samples were
labeled as red snapper, but none of them match the authentic red snapper
 column 2, Fig 1!. Samples ¹ 1-3 match the protein pattern of scarlet snapper
 column 8, Fig 1! and sample ¹4 closely resembles lane snapper  column 5, Fig.
1!. The overall results for the retail snapper fillets collected throughout
Florida in FY 1988/89 are summarized in Table l. Of the 70 official fish
samples collected, 50 were labeled as red snapper; 3 as mutton snapper; 1 as
yellowtail snapper; 2 as vermillion snapper; 7 as "snapper"; 3 as scarlet
snapper; 1 as scarlet red snapper; 1 as "pacific red snapper"; 1 as "imported
red snapper"; and 1 as malabar snapper. Only 18 of the 50 red snapper samples
�6t! cate in fact confitmed as tt t d anappet  ~Lut'anus cern chanus!. These
results indicate that 64% of the red snapper samples were mislabeled, while
mutton snapper, yellowtail snapper and vermillion snapper were all correctly
labeled.
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The type of fish which did not match any protein patterns of the available
authentic species was designated as an unknown group. The samples labeled, as
"scarlet snapper", "scarlet red snapper", and "pacific red snapper" appeared to
have identical protein patterns and were grouped as unknown ¹l. One sample
labeled as "imported red snapper" had a different protein pattern from the
others and so was designated as unknown ¹2. Samples which match the "malabar
snapper" protein pattern were designated as unknown ¹3. The last unidentified
group was unknown ¹4.

Because red snapper is so likely to be substituted, some fish dealers label the
fish simply as "snapper". The seven samples labeled as "snapper" in our survey
were all red-skinned fillets. Among them one was identified as lane snapper;
the remaining four were unidentified. None of them was genuine red snapper.

As shown in Table 2, among the thirty-two mislabeled red snappers, three were
identified as mutton snapper; one as yellowtail snapper; one as vermillion
s~apper; three as lane snapper; six as gray snapper; nine matched unknown ¹1;
four matched unknown ¹2; three were grouped as unknown ¹3 and two as unknown

The species accounting for the largest number of red snapper substitutions
had the same protein pattern as the so-called "scarlet snapper"; "scarlet red
snapper" or "pacific red snapper." The second largest number of substitutes
was gray snapper. Nomenclature on the fish market is clearly a problem.
The same species of fish is frequently identified by several different name,
especially for those imported red-skinned fish. Scarlet snapper is imported
from Thailand and malabar snapper is imported from Taiwan. Both are imported
pacific red-skinned snappers. There is no such fish as "imported red snapper",
"scarlet red snapper" or "pacific red snapper". The word,,"red", is attached
for marketing purpose. Hopefully utilization of "The Fish List" �!, the U. S.
Food and Drug Administration's guide to acceptable market names will serve to
standardize fish nomenclature.

Figure 2 shows a juxtaposed comparison of several samples with the authentic
and non-authenticated standards. All of these samples were labeled as "red
snapper", but none match the authentic red snapper protein pattern, Samples ¹
16, ¹23, and ¹30 match the pattern of scarlet snapper  column 14,!; ¹78 matches
vermillion snapper  column 4!; ¹73 matches mutton snapper  column 6!; ¹04
matches lane snapper {column 8!; ¹25 matches gray snapper  column 10! and ¹22
matches malabar snapper  column 16!.

Market prices of the fish samples collected were not available, therefore no
attempt was made to relate economics with the accuracy of the labeling,
although there are obviously economic considerations in fish substitutions.
Red snapper is considered highly susceptible to substitution for several
reasons: it is expensive, popular and in short supply. Many of the
substitutes are inexpensive, some have comparable taste, and many have red
skins that resemble the red snapper. Virtually it is impossible' to tell
most of them apart once cut into fillets; and species cannot be id'entified for
sure without laboratory analysis. Therefore fish retailers may be
unaware of the mislabeling problem and are at the mercy of their fish
distributors to supply the real thing, especially for pre-cut fish fillets.
Unlike meat and poultry, seafood is not subject to mandatory government
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inspection, In 1985, the National Fisheries Institute asked Congress to
mandate the design of a seafood inspection system based on modern Hazard
Analysis Critical Control Point  HACCP! concept recommended by the National
Academy of Sciences, The design of this seafood surveillance program has been
underway for the past two years, This should be the time that an improved
regulatory inspection system be put in place to ensure the quality,
wholesomeness and accurate labeling of seafood sold to consumers.

Special acknowledgement and thanks is given to Charles Futch, Florida.
Department of Natural Resources, for his assistance in authenticating whole
fish as to species.
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Table 1, Results of the species identification of retail snappers sold in
Florida in FY 1988/89 by thin-layer isoelectric focusing methods.

No. of

Samples
Identified

No. of

Samples
Obtained

Percent

Misbranded
Label

Designation

64

0

0

018 3 1 2 0 0 3 a
sa

50

3 1 2
0 0 7

2 a

3370

a Additional samples in these groups compare with the unauthenticated standard
species and are pending confirmation.

TABLE 2. Distribution of Actual Species in the 50 "Red Snapper" Labeled
Fillets,

No. IdentifiedSpecies Name Percent

50 100TOTAL

222

Red Snapper
Nutton Snapper
Yellowtail Snapper
Vermillion Snapper
Lane Snapper
Gray Snapper
"Snapper"
Unknown ¹1

Scarlet Snapper
Scarlet Red Snapper
Pacific Red Snapper

Unknown ¹2

Imported Red Snapper
Unknown ¹3

Malabar Snapper
Unknown ¹4

TOTAL

Red Snapper
Mutton Snapper
Yellowtail Snapper
Vermillion Snapper
Lane Snapper
Gray Snapper
Scarlet Snapper  Unknown ¹1!
Nalabar Snapper  Unknown ¹2!
Unknown ¹3

Unknown ¹4

18 3 1 1 3 6
9

3 2

36 6 2 2 6
12

18 6 8
4
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